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Parish restores church during pandemic

FRANKLY,
FRANCIS

BY SAM LUCERO | THE COMPASS
STEPHENSVILLE — While the
COVID-19 pandemic forced
Catholics around the Diocese
of Green Bay to avoid group
gatherings, including services
at church, some members of
St. Patrick Parish used the
down time to restore their
160-year-old church.
On Oct. 11, the parish gathered
to celebrate 160 years of faith
and, for many, to get a first
glimpse of the interior that was
restored between March and
September.
One of the main highlights of the
restoration was the church’s high
altar, which had been converted
to a simple design about 20 years
ago, according to Fr. Michael Thiel,
administrator of St. Patrick Parish.
Other items that were restored
included statues of the Blessed
Mother and Jesus, a baptismal
font, ambo and wooden cross.
A fresh coat of paint and
gold trim around the stained
glass windows and walls of the
church completed the restoration “The gold paint matches the
gold color used in the high altar
and in the accent arches behind
the restored statues,” noted a
program that was prepared for

Dear Brothers and Sisters,
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Fr. Michael Thiel, led by altar servers, exits St. Patrick Church
following Mass on Oct. 11.

the anniversary Mass.
Approximately 15 families
pitched in with the restoration.
Tia Brandt and her aunt, Jean
Julius, were among the parish-

ioners to spend many hours
painting, fixing and restoring.
Our full story appears in the
Oct. 16 issue.

As we read the Bible, we
continually come across prayers
of various types. But we also find
a book made up solely of prayers,
a book that has become the native land, gymnasium and home
of countless men and women of
prayer. It is the Book of Psalms.
There are 150 Psalms to pray.
It forms part of the books
of wisdom because it communicates “knowing how to
pray” through the experience of
dialogue with God. In the Psalms,
we find all human sentiments: the
joys, the sorrows, the doubts, the
hopes, the bitterness that color
our lives. The Catechism of the
Catholic Church affirms that every Psalm “possesses such direct
simplicity that it can be prayed
in truth by men of all times and
conditions” (CCC, 2588). As we
read and reread the Psalms, we
learn the language of prayer.
+ Pope Francis, Oct. 14, 2020
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Sisters and musicians collaborate to record a song of peace
SPECIAL TO THE COMPASS
GREEN BAY — The Franciscan Sisters of Christian Charity have regularly featured songs on
their website (fscc-calledtobe.org/resourcetype/songs). The goal is to spotlight a piece of
music deserving of a wider audience.
The most recent Franciscana Costa Collaboration, “All My Brothers and Sisters,”
delivers a message of peace and unity. The

sisters not only share the song, but also their
voices. Srs. Myra Jean Sweigart, Ann Carla
Baumann and Concepcion Medina provided
background vocals along with Franciscan Fr.
John Dombrowski.
“All My Brothers and Sisters” is a
collaboration with musical artists from
Milwaukee. Mark Kolter, who serves as the
sisters’ communications counsel, wrote
the song.

John Sieger, a remarkable singer-songwriter,
co-produced with me at his studio in Wauwatosa,” explained Kolter. “He helped (me)
connect with some of the artists, like lead
vocalists, R and B soul singer Joe Jordan and
The WhiskeyBelles’ Chrissy Clobes, both from
Milwaukee. We intentionally were mixing up
genres.”
Our full story appears in the Oct. 16 issue.
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THINGS YOU
SHOULD KNOW

About Mary’s presentation
BY PATRICIA KASTEN | THE COMPASS

1

Nov. 21 is the Memorial of the Presentation of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
when her parents brought their toddler to
live in the Temple.

2

The Gospels say nothing of Mary’s
childhood, but apocryphal sources
gave us traditions such as the child Mary
walking into the Holy of Holies – only allowed to the Chief Priest, who let her.

3

Mary is said to have lived and studied
in the Temple until her betrothal to
Joseph.

4
5

It is also said that the adult Mary
helped weave the Temple veil.

In 1994, St. John Paul II set Nov. 21 as
Pro Orantibus Day, an annual day to
honor “those who pray,” most especially
those in cloistered life.
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Bold in faith and prudent in action
Dear friends and followers of Jesus:

A

s I write to you today, it has now
been more than six months since the
COVID-19 pandemic interrupted all of our
lives. You would think that dealing with these
circumstances for this long
would give us a better sense
of what we can expect, yet
it still feels like every day
brings something new. This
certainly makes it tough to
lead, because the minute we
make a decision, the circumstances change and we have
BISHOP’S
to adjust.
CORNER
Our recent decisions
regarding
the dispensation
Bishop David
from the Sunday obligation
Ricken
are a good example of this.
As I made the decision to
end the dispensation, our experience of safely
holding Masses over the past few months
without outbreaks gave me the confidence
that we were ready to take this step. However,
as you all know, each of the counties in the
diocese is now experiencing “very high activity,” so we had to reinstitute the dispensation.
Circumstances changed and we all must
adjust.
The words I have chosen to guide the
diocese during this pandemic is written in the
title above: “to be bold in faith and prudent
in action.” We must remain bold in our faith
during this time, but, in doing so, we must ask
ourselves whether our actions are prudent.

I have wrestled with this in my prayer and
wondered what the Catechism of the Catholic
Church says about this important virtue,
“prudence.”
Paragraph 1806 of the catechism says:
“Prudence is the virtue that disposes practical reason to discern our true good in every
circumstance and to choose the right means
of achieving it.” In other words, prudence
helps us to prioritize among different goods.
Worshipping together is good, and so is taking care of our own health and the health of
others. Prudence helps us to decide how to
balance these goods.
The catechism also notes that prudence is
not to be confused with timidity or fear. Choosing to wear a mask and limit our contacts with
others is not about fear, but about using our
reason to do what is good for ourselves and
for others.
The current surge in the virus is so much
worse now than what we saw in spring when
the pandemic began. As a pastor, this weighs
heavily on my heart and conscience. Thankfully, I am coming to realize that God isn’t asking
me to face this alone.
This past summer, I was on retreat at the
Carmelite monastery in Denmark, and I have
to be honest, it was the worst retreat I ever
made! I didn’t sleep well at night and I felt the
Holy Spirit weighing heavily on me. I could
almost feel the Holy Spirit getting down into
my gut and twisting and twisting.
The entire column appears in our Oct. 16
issue.

Parish SNAPSHOT
Lourdes (Oshkosh), St.
Mary Catholic (Neenah)
and Xavier (Appleton)
middle schools concluded their cross country
seasons together in one
final meet hosted by St.
Mary Catholic Middle
School. The winners
earned themselves a
“medal” in the shape of
the cross with a medallion featuring Mary.
Winning girls pictured
are Erin Moore, Lourdes,
left; Lauren Ripley, St.
Mary Catholic; Elle Krull,
Xavier; Joy Krull, Xavier;
and Catie Power, Xavier.
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